
» Enable problem solving within 15 minutes
» Exclusive network for CEOs
» High Quality, Effective Solutions
» Real time connectivity
» Technology driven platform
» Networking opportunities
» Micro-Learning Platform
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CMO Genie has quite a good representation from CMOs and marketing coming from a 
different industries and geographies. It's full of people who are, more than anything else, 
willing to share their stories and their learnings in an open environment. I get to learn 
about a lot of topics from some of the best minds in the country.
Sunder Madakshira, CEO - Rezolve

Event was seamlessly executed. Being an HR Professional myself, could see the hard work 
that must have gone on behind the scenes. Everything was just great!

Good to get connected with this group which provides a lot of insights. Supply chain 
problems are same everywhere, irrespective of the industry. So, the advice and contacts you 
get are very useful.

Rajinder Matharu, HR Head - DCM Shriram

Milind Awalgaonkar, VP - Supply Chain, Asia Region - Stanley Black & Decker

The sessions and events are well curated in terms of choice of speakers and the topics. 
Whether focusing on motivational or professional aspects, these sessions help you in 
attainment of your personal-professional goals.

Ashish Gupta, CFO - BARC India



Leadership Galactic, under the flagship of CXO Genie, is an exclusive, one-of-a-kind platform 
for CEOs to network, exchange ideas, and discuss common challenges and opportunities. It is 
aimed at being the go-to network for CEOs to provide a conducive environment to support 
their strategic decision-making.

Leadership Galactic combines effective problem-solving, peer collaboration, actionable 
insights and learnings for business leaders coming from diverse cultures across industries. 
Provides an exclusive platform for visionary leaders to discuss a range of topics related to 
leadership, strategy and solving business challenges.

Leadership Galactic Highlights

By Invitation only, membership is limited to accomplished and like-minded 
professionals. It is a closed group, with strict privacy adherence & limited social presence.

With the insight that time is money, every process is aligned to deliver best value for your 
time.

Solutions within 15 Minutes is supported and enabled by technology and real-time 
connectivity.

High quality of discussions that are free from spam, advertisements, forwards etc.

Enabled by high degree of Technology leverage & Trust, emphasis on members’ data 
privacy.

Exclusivity

Efficiency

Quick Solutioning

Professionally curated

Relevant Content

Digitally Connected

A  growing network of 2,000+ organizations across diverse industries and geographies 
with sharply defined social presence..



CXO Genie Memberbase by Geography



CMO Genie: Exclusively designed for Chief Marketing Officers and 
Heads of Product Categories, the Forum serves as a micro-learning 
platform, a great place for networking, bouncing ideas, and 
seeking and sharing advice for more than 150 members on the 
platform.

CHRO Genie: Formed in 2017, CHRO Genie connects over 500+ 
CHROs on a single platform on a real-time basis. This Forum helps 
to find practical solutions on a wide spectrum of topics like 
compensation benchmarking, learning & development, 
recruitment or performance management matters, enabling 
CHRO Genie members to make decisions at great speed.

CSCO Genie: Launched in 2018, the CSCO Genie Forum 
comprises of Supply Chain and Logistics Heads representing 
diverse industries. Solving challenges faced by CSCOs in the 
super-fast world of Supply Chain, our 350+ forum members 
support  their peers by providing high-quality solutions.

Leadership Galactic is a platform for CEOs to network,exchange 
ideas, and discuss common challenges and opportunities. It is 
aimed at being the go-to network for CEOs to provide a conducive 
environment to support their strategic decision-making.

CFO Genie: The first Forum under the umbrella of CXO Genie, 
came into being in 2013, with a handful of members. The CFO 
Genie Forum today boasts of ~ 1000 members, who interact with 
each other to solve business related queries and often support 
each other in personal capacities as well.

New Launches

Crossed 100 members mark

Launch of CFO Genie App

Launches:
• CSCO Genie App
• Cross Forum Expertise
• Special Initiative: CXO Genie Acts: Covid 19

Launches:
• Founders Genie Forum
• Saarthi Mentorship Program
• CFO Genie, CHRO Genie and CSCO Genie websites with 

CXOverse, the exclusive member-only login feature

Launch of CMO Genie Website

Formalized CFO
Genie. Launched
with 7 members
in 2013, today
>2000+ members
across forums

Launched CSCO
Genie and 
Discussion
forum on the
App and CHRO
Genie App

-Rejuvenate Series
-Leadership Galactic

Launch of
CHRO Genie

Launch of
CMO Genie



Radha Ramanujan, CFO - Ashirvad Pipes

Ranabir Chatterjee, VP, Deliver & SHEQ - South Asia Linde India

I have had couple of things for the CXO Genie App, first the job portal - a lot of people 
approach you for the job, you can really refer them through this App. Find a specialist – in 
your professional life you always look for specialists and this is a very unique feature 
available on the App. 

CXO Genie App is very good. We can post subject wise queries, and go back to refer all 
responses with respect to that particular query. Whenever we have some important query 
we can also post there. It may be easy at a later date to refer.

CXO Genie App is a platform that the forum uses to leverage the power of technology and 
enabling quick solutioning, built with the belief that even hiring a candidate should be a 15-
minute process!

Solutions to any given 
problem within 15 

minutes

Find your connects on your 
fingertips Access to 

dynamic solutions
to unique challenges faced 

by fellow leaders

Repository of all past and 
current discussions

Browse pre-recommended 
candidates, post a role. 

Inbuilt AI will suggest top 3 
matching profiles within 15 

min

Automatic solutioning/
resolution to cross
functional queries

Access to Archives

CXO Genie App brings cutting-edge technology to you!

Real Time 
Discussion Platform 

Member Directory Micro Learning 
Platform 

Hire in 15 Mins Cross Forum 
Expertise

http://onelink.to/cxogenie


The “CXO Genie MasterMind Summit” is a gathering of accomplished CXOs representing diverse set 
of corporates. The Summit brings together the game changers from different disciplines to share their 
ideas and expertise with the keynote speakers and peers through panel discussions and round table 
strategy meets. Along with domain specialist speakers, the conference also hosts motivational and 
iconic speakers, who share their insights into thought-provoking, topical issues, inspiring the audience 
to take meaningful action in the right direction.

This 4-day cross-forum annual event (with family), at an exquisite location that brings together our 
members for a host of networking and collaboration opportunities along with energizing and fun filled 
activities for the families. The event hosts several sessions around Leadership, motivation and wellness 
while providing the delegates an opportunity to interact with their peers, learn from some of the best 
presenters and speakers, and share ideas and best practices with thought leaders – all in a relaxed and 
cohesive environment, designed for a truly rejuvenating experience.

We found the event interesting. We had some good takeaways especially from the 
sessions. Overall, the organization of the event, welcome arrangements, choice of 
venue were very good. Thanks and kudos to the team, for the fine dedication and care.
                                   Juzar Mustan, Founder & CEO - Reciprocity

The speakers had expertise, context of the audience and shared some really 
interesting insights.
                                 Rohit Thakur, CHRO - LEAD School



Using your experience in the right way, CXO Genie offers an unparalled opportunity to become a mentor for new age 
leaders and organizations. It is curated to help mentees bring out their best and work towards their business goals under 
the mentorship of experienced professionals and industry veterans.

One of the biggest challenges the leaders face today is finding the right talent for their team. With the power of our AI 
enabled platform coupled with the reach of its network and functional knowledge, we make hiring the right talent faster, 
easier and lucrative for you.

We also host quarterly meetings in India and 
internationally - Delhi, Mumbai, Chennai, 
Bengaluru, Kolkata, Hyderabad, Pune, Dubai 
and S ingapore. These meets  serve  as 
unparalleled opportunities for our members to 
collaborate with each other by exchanging 
ideas, sharing experiences  and insights to 
develop partnerships and grow together.

MasterClass is a series of webinars on topical 
and thought-provoking issues. Subject matter 
experts on the specific topic are invited to 
conduct learning and mentorship sessions 
where they deliver powerful content along with 
insightful discussions.These sessions are also 
open to the teams of our members.

SPF Program is a member support initiative to provide guidance to our members on how to record their, legal and 
financial details in a manner that these details are easily accessible by their families in case of an emergency. We do not 
hold custody of any personal, legal or financial details of our members.
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Vinod Bansal
President - CXO Genie

Vinay Bansal
Leadership Galactic

Founder - CXO Genie

Latika Arora
CFO Genie

Anju Sabharwal
CHRO Genie

Devinder Kumar Sood
CSCO Genie

Latika Arora
Vice President

Jay Sampat
CTO

Pallavi
Assistant Vice President
Business Development

Swati Saxena
Assistant Vice President

Operations

Jyoti Sawhney
Assistant Vice President
Business Development

Arpita Dhar
Manager

Business Development

Anyone who is currently serving in the capacity of a CEO for an 
organization with a turnover of minimum100 crore per year or an 
organization size of 100 employees is eligible to be a member. The 
CEO role is not restricted to the type of company or industry, may 
range from a startup to a listed company.

Join Leadership Galactic

Sangeeta Talwar
CMO Genie
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http://onelink.to/cxogenie
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• The meticulous due-diligence process for high success rates and consistent profitable exits to our 
investors. 

• Mentor and contribute to growth of Startups through access to customers and expertise. 

• Easy access to diverse startup portfolio, ideal for investors new to angel investing. Also, advises 
investors/family offices to make bigger investments. 

• Diverse network of 8700+ members who are mostly CXOs and HNIs across industries geography and 
expertise. 

• Technology driven platform to evaluate deals online making the process location and region agnostic. 

• Democratizing Angel Investment - minimal membership fee tagged with a host of membership 
rewards, start your investing journey with as low as INR 1 Lakh per startup.

Inflection Point Ventures is a sister concern of CXO Genie formed to drive exponential value creation for 
startups and investors by being India's most accessible & efficient network connecting a diverse investor 
community with a carefully curated set of Startups. 

About IPV

The IPV Edge

An initiative of CXO Genie

https://ipventures.in


Monica Mudgal, Senior VP & Head HR - HealthKart

Abhishek Gupta, CFO - Myntra

Ashish Anand, CHRO - SAR Group

Monaz, Nobel CFO - Novartis

Sujatha V Kumar, Head of Marketing - Visa

Ashok Vasan, President & Chief Revenue Officer - Pando

CXO Genie platform is a wonderful set of very carefully selected leaders who are part of the 
network. Like-minded people who love to exchange views and perspectives. So, it's a very 
vibrant group compared to many others.

Monalisa Sahoo, CEO & Co-Founder - SunoSunao

MasterMind was a great event, very energetic and very good speakers as well. For me, it was 
the first one face-to-face, so even more important. Thanks for the goodies too.

Mahender Chhabra, CFO (India) - HMD Global

I'm so glad I joined CXO Genie. The MasterClass Series and interactive community have been 
invaluable for my professional growth. The diverse network of professionals has allowed me to 
learn from different perspective and expand my knowledge.

The kind of talent, experience and skill sets available on CXO Genie is absolutely unparalleled! 
As a New-age CFO, when you look up to the people for guidance, networking, or suggestions 
on matters which are kind of niche, this is the Forum which answers all your queries in 15 
minutes.

The CXOverse feature on the website is a great repository and gives flexibility to members to 
refer to anytime!

CXO Genie gives us almost a single sort of location where you get a wide-ranging array of very 
substantive information from well recognised and experienced individual which is very helpful 
and that’s really the power of CXO Genie!

CXO Genie is a very unique platform where the members get access to a very focused 
WhatsApp & the APP platform where they exchange ideas and information which are very 
accurate. Also the in-person meetings are informal, to the point, and build a right camaraderie 
between the CXOs.

Almost every Saturday there is a presentation by someone who is an expert in his or her own 
area of expertise. And I find that, from attending these sessions, one can really learn.



www.cxogenie.com

Officers (CSCO Genie)
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Chief Financial Officers
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Chief Supply Chain

Chief Marketing Officers

Founders Genie

Leadership Galactic

ACTIVE FORUMS :

www.cxogenie.com
https://qrgo.page.link/jtTMS
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC7amH8SrVGBwdiTcgbGBNSg
https://www.facebook.com/cxogenie

